Pro.dr./Nabil Mohamed Tawfik Al-Samaloty
Was born at 5/10/1941- Egyptian- Muslim
Qualifications;
1- Bachelor of literature section of social and philosophy studies- Alexandria
university 1962.
2- Master in social science from social science institute- faculty of literature 1968
with degree of excellency.
3- Ph.D. in social science; faculty of literature- Alexandria university with degree of
excellency.
Occupations;
123456-

Teacher at girls’ Islamic faculty- Azhar university 1973-1978.
Assistant pro. For social science- Azhar university 1978-1984.
Pro. In faculty of humanitarian studies- Azhar university 1984 till now.
Head department of socialism at faculty of humanitarian studies.1996-2002.
Dean of faculty of humanitarian studies in Daqahilia 2000-2002.
Free pro. In faculty of humanitarian studies-Cairo-2002 till now.

Writings;
Wrote 51 books in environment and social science.
Published scientific researches in many judged magazines;
Wrote 16 searches in such scientific magazines.
Discussions of scientific dissertation;
Supervised and discussed over 20 dissertations in the past few years from which 5
Ph.D. were supervised in faculty of humanitarian studies in Cairo, 3 masters and the
rest in Azhar and Ein Shams universities.
Participated in over 75 local and international conferences in social and
environmental science.
Studies and articles in Arabic and Egyptian newspaper;
Dozens of articles, studies and interviews in local Egyptian and Arabic newspaper
such as The Saudian Gazira, Middle East etc..
The author has many interferences in the religious paper in the Egyptian Ahram
newspaper and many other Egyptian and Arabic magazines.
Insignias and shields;
-

Om Derman university in Sudan, shield in the international conference for family
and modern reality changes.

-

-

Insignia from the university of faculties co-ordination in Kerla-India.
Insignia from Sultan Sherif university in Brunei for visiting the university and
declamation of general lectures and preparing a common conference with the
Islamic universities league.
Insignia from the faculty of Islamic arts and architecture in the international
university of Islamic science-Jordan.
shield from college of Islamic conquest, in Sham high institute-Al Sham
university-Syria.
Insignia from Tezky university-Indonesia.2017.
Shield from Almir Abd Al-Kader university-Algeria.2014.
Shield from the international Islamic university in MalaysiaKuala lumpur 2017.
Shield from Menia university-Egypt 2000.
Shield from Sana’a university-Yemen.2008.

